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1 180 hp @ 6000 rpm (SAE net). 2 The system is not a substitute for your own visual assessment before changing lanes. BSI may not detect all objects behind or to the side of a vehicle and may not detect a given object; system accuracy will vary based on 
weather, size of object, and speed. Driver remains responsible for safely operating vehicle and avoiding collisions. 3 Bose is a registered trademark of Bose Corporation. 4 Apple CarPlay is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. 5 Android and Android Auto 
are trademarks of Google LLC. 6  Wireless phone charger is compatible with Qi wireless charging standards. Check with your device's manufacturer for wireless capability. 7 Premium color charge applies. 8 306 hp @ 6500 rpm (SAE net). 9 Brembo is a 
registered trademark of Brembo SpA. Brembo's product names are either trademarks or registered trademarks of Brembo. 10 Total system horsepower as measured by the peak, concurrent output of the two electric motors and gasoline engine.  
11 Wi-Fi and Wi-Fi Direct are registered trademarks of Wi-Fi Alliance.® 12 Low-Speed Braking Control may not detect all objects in front of or behind the vehicle. Accuracy will vary based on weather, speed and other factors. Driver remains responsible for 
safely operating vehicle and avoiding collisions. 13 252 hp @ 6500 rpm (SAE net). 14 Rear Seat Reminder functions when a rear door has been opened prior to driving and will alert the driver to check for the presence of rear seat occupants when the vehicle 
is turned off. If the vehicle is turned off partway through a drive and the vehicle restarted without a rear door being opened, no alert will be provided the next time the vehicle is turned off. 15  Always visually confirm that it is safe to drive before backing up; 
the rearview camera display does not provide complete information about all conditions and objects at the rear of your vehicle. 16 CMBS cannot detect all objects ahead and may not detect a given object; accuracy will vary based on weather, speed and 
other factors. System operation affected by extreme interior heat. System designed to mitigate crash forces. Driver remains responsible for safely operating vehicle and avoiding collisions. 17 LKAS only assists driver in maintaining proper lane position when 
lane markings are identified without a turn signal in use and can only apply mild steering torque to assist. LKAS may not detect all lane markings; accuracy will vary based on weather, speed and road condition. System operation affected by extreme interior 
heat. Driver remains responsible for safely operating vehicle and avoiding collisions. 18 Road Departure Mitigation only alerts the driver when lane drift is detected without a turn signal in use and can help the driver maintain proper lane position, return the 
vehicle to a detected lane or slow the vehicle's departure from a detected lane/roadway. RDM may not detect all lane markings or lane departures; accuracy will vary based on weather, speed and road condition. System operation affected by extreme 
interior heat. Driver remains responsible for safely operating vehicle and avoiding collisions. 19 ACC cannot detect all objects ahead and may not detect a given object; accuracy will vary based on weather, speed and other factors. ACC should not be used 
in heavy traffic, poor weather or on winding roads. ACC only includes a limited braking function. Driver remains responsible for slowing or stopping the vehicle to avoid a collision. 20 NHL and the NHL Shield are registered trademarks of the National 
Hockey League. ©NHL 2021. All Rights Reserved. 21 3-Year/36,000-Mile New Vehicle Limited Warranty. 5-Year/60,000-Mile Limited Powertrain Warranty. Ordinary maintenance or adjustments, parts subject to normal wear and replacement, and certain 
items are excluded. Please see your Honda dealer for the terms and conditions of the limited warranties. 22 8-Year/100,000-Mile Limited Warranty covers abnormal loss of capacity in the hybrid's high-voltage battery. Other warranties may provide 
additional coverage for the high-voltage battery. See dealer for details. Honda reminds you and your passengers to always use seat belts and appropriate child seats. Children 12 and under are safest when properly restrained in the rear seat. 
Specifications, features, illustrations and equipment shown in this brochure are based upon latest available information at the time of printing. Although descriptions are believed to be correct, accuracy cannot be guaranteed. American Honda Motor Co., 
Inc., reserves the right to make changes at any time, without notice or obligation, in colors, specifications, accessories, materials and models. Some features mentioned herein are not available in all areas. Please see your Honda dealer for details. Some 
vehicles may be shown with optional equipment. Available = Optional. All images, logos, or trademarks contained herein are either owned by American Honda Motor Co., Inc., or used under a valid license from or with permission of the owner or 
sublicensee. It is a violation of federal law to reproduce or otherwise use these images, logos or trademarks without express written permission from American Honda Motor Co., Inc., or the individual copyright/trademark owner. Honda Financial Services is 
a DBA of American Honda Finance Corporation. Honda, the H-mark symbol, Honda Financial Services mark/logo, Honda Care, HondaLink, Honda Sensing, ACE, Advanced Compatibility Engineering, CMBS, Collision Mitigation Braking System, Safety for 
Everyone, VTEC, and Walk Away Auto Lock are trademarks of Honda Motor Co., Ltd. © 2021 American Honda Motor Co., Inc. 09/2021

All Honda vehicles – and any Honda Genuine Accessories installed at the time of vehicle purchase – are covered by a 3-Year/36,000-Mile New Vehicle Limited 
Warranty.21 Plus, Honda vehicles are covered by a 5-Year/60,000-Mile Limited Powertrain Warranty,21 too. Hybrid vehicles also have an 8-Year/100,000-Mile 
High-Voltage Battery Limited Warranty.22 For more information or assistance, see your Honda dealer or please give us a call at 1-800-999-1009. 

24-hour emergency road service is available to you in the United States, Puerto Rico and Canada throughout your 3-Year/36,000-Mile New Vehicle Limited 
Warranty.21 Services include jump-starting, flat tire and lockout assistance, towing, and more (limitations apply). Call 1-866-864-5211.  

GENUINE  ACCESSORIES

Honda Care® is an affordable, comprehensive 
vehicle and travel protection plan backed by 
Honda reliability, service and parts. Please 
see your Honda dealer for details.

Whether you buy or lease a Honda vehicle, 
Honda Financial Services can assist you with 
the process. Please ask your dealer which 
lease or purchase plan best suits your needs.

Powerful. Agile. Versatile enough to handle 
almost any condition. It’s no wonder Honda 
is the official vehicle of the NHL.®20

Manufactured to the same strict standards as 
Honda vehicles, Honda Genuine Accessories are 
the perfect way to personalize and protect your 
vehicle. Please see your Honda dealer for details.

Travel smarter. Wi-Fi on the go.
Stay connected with your vehicle right from your 
smartphone. The HondaLink® app* provides assistance, 
service and convenience. Visit hondalink.com for more 
information on features and subscription services. 

Key Available Features 
• Personal Concierge • Find My Car
• Remote Start • Stolen Vehicle Locator
• Remote Lock & Unlock • Enhanced Roadside Assistance
• Emergency Call • Automatic Collision Notification

When you travel, bring the Internet along for the ride.  
With available Wi-Fi11 hotspot capability,† you can  
access entertainment, messaging, favorite websites  
and more. Visit hondawifi.com for more information.

Key Available Features 
• Stream TV shows, movies and music
• Play games, share, browse and email
• Connect up to 7 Wi-Fi devices at once
• Use devices up to 50 feet away from your Honda vehicle

**Depending on use, HondaLink can transmit to Honda and its providers a vehicle's location, Depending on use, HondaLink can transmit to Honda and its providers a vehicle's location, 
speed and other operating conditions, information that may be t ied to the vehicle speed and other operating conditions, information that may be t ied to the vehicle 
identification number identification number ((VINVIN)) and can be combined to create a track of a vehicle. For a full  and can be combined to create a track of a vehicle. For a full 
explanation of HondaLink functionali ty and Honda's data use and privacy policy, see explanation of HondaLink functionali ty and Honda's data use and privacy policy, see 
owners.honda.com/hondalinkowners.honda.com/hondalink. . 

††Requires AT&T data plan. Visit Requires AT&T data plan. Visit hondawifi.comhondawifi.com for more details.  for more details. 
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Civic Sedan   civicsedan.honda.com

Thrill seeker.

Civic Sport Sedan shown in Rallye Red. 

If it doesn't stir your soul, it's not a Civic. This is the standard we set  
for ourselves at Honda, and it's what brought the Civic Sedan to life.  
With a bold design, an available turbocharged engine and standard 
Honda Sensing,® it's ready to drive your fun without ever pressing pause.

Find your inner wild. 
Beyond its redesigned sporty style and sleek exterior body 
lines it boasts an impressive engine and drivetrain all here to 
help you find the fun in every mile.

• 180-hp,1 1.5-liter, turbocharged and intercooled engine*

• 3-mode drive system (ECON/Normal/Sport)*

• 10.2-inch Driver Information Interface (DII)*

• Standard Honda Sensing® suite of safety and driver-assistive features
• LED headlights  
• LED fog lights*

  *Available features. Please visit automobiles.honda.com/civic-sedan#specifications 
for actual trim application.



Civic Sedan   civicsedan.honda.com

So many ways to look good.

Civic Sport Sedan (above) shown in Aegean Blue Metallic.

Civic Sport Sedan (upper right) shown in Rallye Red.

Civic Touring Sedan (lower right) shown in Aegean Blue Metallic with Black Leather.

With its sporty grille and sharp, sophisticated body 
lines, every angle of the Civic Sedan is designed to 
engage your senses and enhance your expectations  
of what it means to really just love what you drive.

Surrounded by smart. 
Handles skillfully, with connectivity in mind. The Civic brings  
a series of features designed to keep you and your passengers 
comfortable, secure, and connected.

• Blind spot information system (BSI) with cross traffic monitor*2

• Bose3 premium sound system with 12 speakers*

• Wireless* and wired Apple CarPlay®4 integration
• Wireless* and wired Android AutoTM5 integration
• Wireless phone charger*6

• 18-inch alloy wheels*

  *Available features. Please visit automobiles.honda.com/civic-sedan#specifications 
for actual trim application.
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Civic Sport Touring Hatchback shown in  

Boost Blue Pearl.7

Some Things Just Need  
to Be Experienced
•  180-hp,1 1.5-liter, turbocharged and 

intercooled engine*

• 18-inch alloy wheels*

•  3-mode drive system (ECON/
Normal/Sport)*

•  Standard Honda Sensing® suite of 
safety and driver-assistive features

• LED headlights
• LED fog lights*

• 9-inch color touch-screen*

  *Available features. Please visit automobiles.
honda.com/civic-hatchback#specifications  
for actual trim application.   

Look quick. Fun 
happens fast.

The right attitude can go a long 
way, especially when you find it in 
a car as fun to drive as the all-new 
Civic Hatchback. Its balance of 
bold style and sporty handling  
is just the beginning. With an 
available turbocharged engine 
and 6-speed manual transmission, 
it's as versatile as it is exciting. 



Civic Hatchback   civichatchback.honda.com

Abundant Offerings 
• 6-speed manual transmission*

•  Bose3 premium sound system  
with 12 speakers*

• Parking sensors*

• 60/40 split fold-down rear seatback
•  10.2-inch Driver Information 

Interface (DII)*

•  Wireless* and wired Apple  
CarPlay®4 integration

•  Wireless* and wired Android  
AutoTM5 integration

• Wireless phone charger*6

  *Available features. Please visit automobiles.
honda.com/civic-hatchback#specifications  
for actual trim application.

Style and performance take  
on a whole new meaning when 
combined with the versatility  
of the Civic Hatchback. Its sleek, 
streamlined exterior makes  
a bold statement from every  
angle. And its 60/40 split fold-
down rear seatback gives you  
an unexpected edge on interior 
seating and cargo space.

Rebellious  
by nature.

Civic Sport Touring Hatchback shown in Rallye Red 
(top lef t) and Meteorite Gray Metallic (top right). 

Honda reminds you to properly secure cargo items and 
follow all applicable load limits and loading guidelines.



Civic Type R   civictypeR.honda.com

Engineered precision.

Civic Type R Touring shown in Boost Blue Pearl.7

Its wheels may be firmly on the road, but the soul of the Type R 
emanates from the track. The 306-hp8 VTEC® turbo engine 
provides a staggering 153 hp per liter. Coupled with a stiffened 
lightweight frame and purpose-built suspension, you'll feel 
enhanced stability at the limit. When 70 years of engineering  
for the racetrack is distilled into one Civic, you can expect a 
visceral driving experience simply unmatched anywhere else.

Designed for Dominance 
•  306-hp,8 2.0-liter, turbocharged and intercooled engine
•  Close-ratio 6-speed manual transmission with rev-match control
•  Lightweight single-mass flywheel
•  Helical limited-slip differential
•  Adaptive damper system
•  Brembo®9 4-piston front brake calipers
•  Two-piece front brake rotors
•  20-inch alloy wheels
•  Standard Honda Sensing® suite of safety and driver-assistive features

 Please visit automobiles.honda.com/civic-type-R#specifications  
for complete specs and features. 



Insight   insight.honda.comInsight   insight.honda.com

Insight Touring shown in Radiant Red Metallic.7

*55 city/49 highway/52 combined mpg rating for EX. 51 city/45 
highway/48 combined mpg rating for Touring. Based on 2022 
EPA mileage ratings. Use for comparison purposes only. Your 
mileage will vary depending on driving conditions, how you 
drive and maintain your vehicle, battery-pack age/condition and 
other factors. **Requires AT&T data plan. 

Sophisticated Design,  
Efficient Package
• 151 total system horsepower10

•  Standard Honda Sensing® suite of 
safety and driver-assistive features

•  LED headlights, Daytime Running 
Lights (DRL) and turn indicators

•  450-watt premium audio system with   
  10 speakers, including subwoofer†

• Wi-Fi11 hotspot capability†**

• Apple CarPlay®4 integration
• Android AutoTM5 integration
•  Blind spot information system (BSI) 

with cross traffic monitor2

  †Available features. Please visit  
automobiles.honda.com/insight#specifications  
for actual trim application.

The hybrid that’s 
as beautiful as it 
is efficient.

There’s no better feeling than 
arriving in a car as beautiful and                                                                           
sleek as the Honda Insight, except 
the satisfaction of knowing it’s also 
a hybrid. With stunning design 
and an impressive 55-mpg city 
rating* (EX), the Insight always 
makes an entrance.



When you combine the refined Accord with innovative 
hybrid technology, you get the best of all worlds. With a 
stylish exterior, luxurious interior and a more efficient 
drivetrain, the Accord Hybrid spends less time at the 
pump without sacrificing performance and comfort.

Defining premium.

Accord Hybrid Touring shown in Lunar Silver Metallic.

A First-Rate Ride
•  2.0-liter, 3rd-generation, two-motor hybrid powertrain
•  212 total system horsepower10

•  Standard Honda Sensing® suite of safety and driver-assistive features
• 19-inch alloy wheels*

• Remote engine start
•   Parking sensors*

•   Low-Speed Braking Control*12

•  Wi-Fi11 hotspot capability*†

 *Available features. Please visit automobiles.honda.com/accord-sedan#specifications  
 for actual trim application.
 †Requires AT&T data plan.

Accord Hybrid   accordhybrid.honda.com
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A class of its own.

Accord Touring 2.0T shown in Modern Steel Metallic with Black Leather.

*Car and Driver, November 2020.

The Ultimate Enhanced Interior
•  450-watt premium audio system with 10 speakers*

• Wi-Fi11 hotspot capability*†

• Wireless phone charger*6

• Wireless* and wired Apple CarPlay®4 integration
• Wireless* and wired   Android AutoTM5 integration
•  Head-Up Display (HUD)*

•  8-inch Display Audio with high-resolution touch-screen
• Driver's seat with 12-way power adjustment*

  *Available features. Please visit  
automobiles.honda.com/accord-sedan#specifications  
for actual trim application.

 †Requires AT&T data plan.

Still Raising the Bar
•  252-hp,13 2.0-liter, turbocharged and intercooled engine†

•  10-speed automatic transmission with paddle shifters†

•  Standard Honda Sensing® suite of safety and 
driver-assistive features

• LED headlights†

• 19-inch alloy wheels†

• Rear seat reminder14

•  Low-Speed Braking Control†12 
 †Available features. Please visit  
automobiles.honda.com/accord-sedan#specifications  
 for actual trim application.

Our flagship sedan just keeps getting better. Sleek exterior 
styling, a rich, relaxed interior, and turbocharged engine 
performance ensure the Accord lives up to its title as a 
Car and Driver 10Best.*
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Drivers. Passengers. Everyone.

Honda is dedicated to identifying and implementing advanced designs  
and features that help enhance the safety of drivers and passengers, 
including occupants of other vehicles and injury mitigation for pedestrians. 

Key Standard Safety Features
• Advanced Compatibility EngineeringTM (ACETM) body structure
• Advanced driver's and front passenger's airbags 
• Multi-angle rearview camera15

Accord Touring 2.0T shown in Radiant Red Metallic.7

The Honda Sensing® Suite.

A - Collision Mitigation Braking SystemTM (CMBSTM)16 
CMBS can help bring your vehicle to a stop by automatically 
applying brake pressure when the system determines that a 
frontal collision is unavoidable.

B - Lane Keeping Assist System (LKAS)17 

With your hands on the steering wheel, long highway drives are 
easier with LKAS, which subtly adjusts steering to help keep 
your vehicle centered in a detected lane.

C - Road Departure Mitigation System (RDM)18  
RDM can determine if you cross over detected lane lines without signaling 
and, as necessary, can provide steering assistance to help you return to 
your lane or keep you from leaving the roadway entirely.

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)19

ACC helps you maintain a set following interval behind a detected
vehicle for highway driving.


